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Scores killed in France attack
Truck plows into crowds
on Bastille Day in Nice;
officials suspect terrorism

Nice prosecutor Jean-Michel Pretre described a horrific
scene, with bodies strewn along
the roadway, and Sylvie Toffin, a
press officer with the local prefecture, said the truck ran over
people on a “long trip” down the
sidewalk near Nice’s Palais de
la Mediterranee, a building that
fronts the beach.
It was a lovely night in Nice,
Damien Allemand recalled to
a reporter for the Washington Post. Thousands of people
thronged the seaside promenade
that skirts the edge of the city,
faces tilted upward to watch fireworks explode overhead in honor of France’s favorite holiday.
Light and music spilled from
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A forensics crew inspects the area near a truck, its windshield riddled
with bullets, in the southern French city of Nice early this morning.

NICE, France — A truck
loaded with weapons and hand
grenades drove onto a sidewalk
for more than a mile, plowing
through Bastille Day revelers
who had gathered to watch fireworks in the French resort city
of Nice late Thursday. At least
80 people were killed before police killed the driver, authorities
said.

restaurants and cheers punctuated the bursts of fireworks.
Allemand, a reporter for
Nice Matin, a local newspaper,
was on his way to leave when
he heard the crack of gunshots cut through the revelry.
A fraction of a second later, a
huge white truck went roaring
past. It plowed into the crowds,
as though it intended to hit as
many people as possible.
“I saw bodies flying like
bowling pins in its path. Heard
sounds, howls that I will never forget,” Allemand wrote in
a post on the website Medium.
The “truck of death,” as he
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“The Redwood Gospel Mission moving into Roseland
would be a blessing for Roseland.”

Shelter plans rejected
CHRIS KEYS, an employee for the Santa Rosa shelter who himself has been homeless
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Kevin Cassidy, clockwise from front left, Charles Washington, Jameson McMillian and Mark Mullis pray together in their dormitory room Thursday
at the Redwood Gospel Mission in Santa Rosa.

SANTA ROSA » Redwood Gospel Mission’s effort to
relocate, expand in Roseland sparks broader debate
By KEVIN MCCALLUM
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT
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edwood Gospel Mission’s plan to expand
and relocate to Roseland sparked a passionate debate Tuesday about whether
a large homeless shelter should be allowed in
an area long designated for additional housing
around the city’s downtown train station.
The clash of these two key city goals — additional homeless services and more housing

— turned the Planning Commission hearing
into a lengthy referendum on how a blighted
neighborhood should best be transformed.
Should a religious organization that has been
helping the needy in Santa Rosa for more than
50 years be allowed to consolidate and expand
its operations in an industrial area of the city
where homelessness is already a huge problem?
Or should that area be transformed, as city
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Two men accused of trying
to kill an armored car guard
during a brazen daytime heist
in Windsor are suspected of
carrying out a similar crime in
Southern California in March,
and one of the men has been
linked to the killing of a sandwich shop owner last year, authorities said.
Ivan Morales, 23, of Lakeport
and Sergey Gutsu, 24, of Antelope appeared before Sonoma
County Superior Court Judge
Knoel Owen on Thursday to be
arraigned in connection with
the violent Tuesday afternoon
robbery outside Chase Bank.
Morales, who is accused of
shooting the 55-year-old Loomis
guard with an assault-style rifle,
wore handcuffs and sat in the
jury box.
Gutsu, suspected of firing a
pistol at a Calistoga police officer before his car was hit by the
officer’s car and he was apprehended, had a black eye and was
rolled into court shackled to a
wheelchair. He is expected to be
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Pence expected to get Trump VP nod
By ROBERT COSTA
AND PHILIP RUCKER
WASHINGTON POST
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GINSBURG BACKS OFF TRUMP
Facing criticism over her critique of
GOP White House hopeful, justice says
she regrets her remarks / B1

CLEVELAND — In a stunning
move late Thursday, Donald
Trump said he was scrapping
his plans to announce a running
mate because of the terrorist attack in southern France, following a day of strong signals that
Indiana Gov. Mike Pence was
the likely choice.
Throughout the day, aides to
Trump, the presumptive Republican presidential nominee, were

preparing to formally announce
Pence as the vice presidential
candidate at a news conference
in New York this morning. But
by early evening, Trump said
that he had yet to make a “final,
final decision” between Pence
and two other candidates, New
Jersey Gov. Chris Christie and
former House speaker Newt
Gingrich.
With the Republican National Convention just days away, it
was unclear when Trump would
finalize or announce his selection.

Pence was spotted Thursday
evening in New York, an indication that he had been chosen,
while Gingrich had no plans to
be in the city, according to several Republicans familiar with
the process.
Trump, who was in California for a series of fundraisers,
sparked intense speculation as
he held off throughout the day
on notifying Pence or any other
potential picks of his decision,
said these Republicans, who
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ALUMS RETURN TO PRUNE
PACKERS: Healdsburg’s

minor-league baseball
team hosts former players
on 95th alumni night / C3
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